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You can always change and add more devices. For discharging the items I used continuous rotation servo
motors, while for the carrier system I used two NEMA17 stepper motors. Each of these components can be
bought via the link attached to them. Here we will build our own robot car from scratch. We often encounter
this in hotels for accessing our room or at work for checking in or accessing restricted areas. Difficulty:
Advanced Arduino Gesture Control The idea for this project is to remotely control an Arduino project using
hand gestures. The table has 45 sections which can glow in any color we want, plus it reacts on objects placed
on top of it. The hovercraft uses two brushless motors , one for creating an air cushion for the lift, and the
other for generating thrust or moving forward. This Arduino project is all about that, it describes how you can
build such a machine. Here we have another stepper motor used for the bending the wire at the right angle.
The ant also has built-in ultrasonic sensor in the head, so it can detect objects in front, and it can even strike if
the object is present if front of it. For each project idea I will point out the required components as well as the
particular tutorial for each of them. This time we will use it to make an distance meter which can measure
distances up to 4 meters, as well as, measure square area. In order to make such a project we need decent
amount of knowledge in Arduino. Difficulty: Intermediate Arduino Wire Bending Machine Controlling
stepper motors using Arduino is without a doubt one of most satisfying thing for an Arduino enthusiast. For
this project we need a 3. Difficulty: Advanced Home Automation using Arduino Home automation is one of
the most popular Arduino projects nowadays. The outdoor unit can be powered with batteries and the indoor
unit with an AC adapter. Additionally you can learn how to make your own Android app for controlling the
Arduino robot car. So instead of the joystick we will use an MEMS module for the control. In this way we can
also control the power outlets through voice control commands. As for the wireless communication we can
use the NRF24L01 transceiver modules. We can use the GY module which features an accelerometer, a
gyroscope and a magnetometer. Personally, considering all my Arduino projects so far, I found this to be the
most practical for me. Along with my DIY Arduino projects here you can also find project ideas backed up by
my detailed Arduino tutorials for various sensors and modules. We can control the ant robot via Bluetooth and
a smartphone, or radio communication. Here these values are printed on the LCD along with the data and time
values from the DS real time clock module. I will continuously update this article with all new stuff that I
make. You can either use some already made apps for controlling Arduino from the Play Store or create your
own custom made app. Using the touch screen we control the bird while trying to avoid the pillars. On the
back side of the hovercraft there is also a servo for controlling the rudders, or for controlling the steering. The
structure of the machine is made out of MDF.


